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ABSTRACT.

The main purpose of the paper is to give some easily applicable

criteria for summability

of vector valued functions with respect to scalar measures.

One of these is the following:

If £ is a quasi-complete

locally convex Suslin space

(e.g. a separable Banach or Frechet space), H C E' is any total subset, and /is an
iT-valued function which is Pettis summable relative to the ultra weak topology

f is actually Pettis summable for the given topology.

o(E, H).

(Thus any iT-valued function

for which the integrals over measurable subsets can be reasonably defined as elements
of E is Pettis summable.)

A class of "totally summable" functions, generalising the

Bochner integrable functions, is introduced.

of a product measure, and the differentiation

For these Fubini's theorem, in the case

theorem, in the case of Lebesgue

measure, are valid. It is shown that weakly summable functions with values in the

spaces V, E, S, V, E',S', and other conuclear spaces, are ipso facto totally summable«.

Introduction. The theory of Lebesgue integral on a general measure space
has been extended to functions with values in a Banach space by Birkhoff [1],
Bochner [2], Pettis [11] and others [10]. The extension of Pettis' definition
of the integral to general locally convex spaces, required by present day analysis,
offers no difficulty; nor do the proofs of the basic properties and of diverse
convergence theorems present any new problems: it suffices to regard a locally
convex space as a subspace of a product of Banach spaces.
At present the theory seems, however, to lack easily applicable criteria
enabling one to decide whether a given vector valued function is summable.
From what follows in this article it may be concluded that this deficiency is
due in part to the absence, in the case of nonmetrisable locally convex spaces,
of an adequate definition of measurability. Even in the case of Banach spaces
it is known that without strong measurability assumptions the integral may
present pathologies that make it less suitable for applications in analysis.
In the case of locally convex Suslin spaces the concept of "weak
measurability" implies very strong coherence properties (Theorem 1 (§2) and
Lemma B (§3)) and is sufficient for all purposes. Furthermore, locally convex
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Suslin spaces, whose properties have recently been clarified by L. Schwartz [13]
are very abundant. It seems that practically all separable spaces encountered in
analysis are Suslin spaces. It seemed worthwhile therefore, to restrict attention
to these spaces for the present, and to point out a number of properties which,
while not concerned with the most general situations, may prove to be useful
in some problems of analysis.

Contents. § 1 contains a list of basic properties of summable functions
(in the sense of Pettis) with values in locally convex spaces. This part of the
article should be considered expository.
§2 gives additional properties of the integral which are valid if the space
is a Suslin space. Basic properties and examples of Suslin spaces are recalled
at the beginning of this section.
§ 3 contains integrability criteria valid in the case of locally convex Suslin
spaces (Theorems 2-5).
§4 examines the particular case of nuclear spaces and their duals (Theorems

6,7).
§ 5 introduces the class of totally summable functions, for which Fubini's
theorem is valid (Theorem 8).
§6 describes some special properties of integrals of measures (Theorems 9

and 10).
§7 concerns differentiation (Theorem 11).
Methods. We rely heavily on the deep properties of Suslin spaces expounded
in [13]. Although the basic measure space considered in the present article is
an abstract measure space, it will be seen that the crucial proofs are accomplished
by transporting the measure onto the locally convex Suslin space via the vector
function, and then applying the properties of integration in topological spaces to
the image measure. The fact that in a Suslin space a bounded measure is ipso
facto regular plays an essential role here. In Theorem 5, we consider the following question. Assume a summable function /, with values in a locally convex
space F, takes its values in a subspace £ c_»F, endowed with a stronger topology

than the one induced by F, and let us suppose the integrals fAfdm also lie
in E. Does it then follow that / is an iT-valued summable function? The answer
turns out to be positive if E is a Suslin space.(2) This is a deep theorem, the
proof of which relies on the measurability properties of E and on a theorem of
R. Christensen [5, p. 246], according to which an additive set function defined
on the set of subsets of. the integers is countably additive if it is a Borel function
(2) This was proved earlier [14],
space, with different methods.

under the assumption

that E is a separable

Frechet
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of the set (identified with a point in the product space {0, 1} ). Christensen's
very deep theorem shows that summability of sequences depends not so much
on the topology of the space as on the Borel structure. It is possible to deduce
from Christensen's theorem the well-known theorem of Orlicz and Pettis [11]

according to which for a sequence (xn)nŒN, in a Banach space, to be summable,
it is sufficient that for each A CN a sum SA exists such that SA = ^„^Axn
in the weak topology. This theorem generalises immediately to locally convex spaces (by plunging them in a product of Banach spaces) and will be applied

as such below.
Omissions. Implicit in the study of integrals fA fdm is the notion of vector
valued measure, since the map A—> fAfdm is such a measure. Several of the
properties mentioned in § 1 (namely II—VI) really concern the measure rather
than the function, and could be proved in a more general setting. The converse
question (under what conditions does a given vector measure arise from the
integration of a vector function) has also been omitted. Elsewhere we have
treated this question in some detail [14]. Let us only observe here that locally
convex Suslin spaces form a very natural setting for representation theorems
of Dunford-Pettis-Phillips type: a map u: Ll(T, m) —*■
E is (weakly) compact
if and only if there exists a measurable function f:T —►E with conditionally
(weakly) compact range such that u(<p)= fyfdm for all \p G Ll{m).
Standard notations and assumptions. In this article T denotes a set, A =
{A } a a-algebra of subsets of T, and m a a-finite positive measure defined on
A.(3) The characteristic function of a set A is denoted by xA.
A scalar function /: T—*■C is said to be measurable if f~l(B) G A for

all Borel subsets B C C. More generally the word measurable always refers to
A. We do not assume that A necessarily contains all subsets of null sets. The
function /: T—►C is wi-integrable if /is measurable and /|/| dm < + °°.
Let E and F denote locally convex spaces over R or C (we assume C).
These are always assumed to be separated (Hausdorff) and to be quasi-complete

(that is, we assume closed bounded subsets of E to be complete). Besides
continuous seminorms on E we also consider lower semicontinuous generalized
seminorms. These are maps x —►fccl^from E into [0, + °°] such that

(i) |x + y\ß < Mß + \y\ß,(ii) |Ax|„= |X| |x|,, X G C, (Oor+ °° = 0), (iü) ß =
{x: \x\ß < 1} is closed. Every closed set ß which is absolutely convex (convex
(3) We assume a-finiteness to avoid technicalities.
But, except in connection with
Fubini's theorem, it would suffice to assume that 7*has a, not necessarily countable,

partition T= ZaTa such that (i) A S A ^AI~\Ta £ A Wa; (ii) "1(7^) < + ~; (iii) m(A) =
Zam(A n Ta) for all A G A.
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and balanced: A/3C ß for |X| < 1) is the unit ball of a lower semicontinuous
generalised seminorm x—>\x\ß = inf{X: x G X/?}. If B C £ is closed absolutely
convex and bounded, the restriction of \'\B to the linear subspace EB = \Jx>0~hB

= {x G E: \x\B <+ 00} is a norm. The inclusion map Eß£->E is continuous
and if B is complete in E (which is always the case if E is quasi-complete) EB is
a Banach space.(4) The most important example of a lower semicontinuous seminorm is the norm on the dual of a Banach space equipped with the weak dual
topology. If Vis a closed absolutely convex neighborhood of zero, \'\v is a
continuous seminorm and every continuous seminorm is of this form. Continuous
seminorms will also be denoted by p: x —►\x\p. The normed space associated
with p is the quotient space E/ _j
with the norm x —* \\x\\p = \x\p where
x —>-Jcis the quotient map. The completion Ep of this space is the Banach space
associated with p.

The dual of Eis denoted by É and the duality by <x,x). A subsetH CE'
is total if it separates the points of E. The polar of a set S C E is 5° = {x G E':
\<x,x')\ < 1 Wx G S}. Thus by the Hahn-Banach theorem \x\ß = sup^-g^lOc, x')\.
With the weak dual topology E' is denoted by E'0; with the strong dual topology
(uniform convergence on bounded subsets of E), by E'b. We also consider E'c,
the dual with the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets.
If/: T —►E is an ¿"-valued function, the function t —►</(0> *') is denoted
by </(•),*'> or </,*'>.

1. Pettis summable functions. Let E be a quasi-complete locally convex

Hausdorff space.
Definition 1. A function/:

T —*E is weakly m-summable if </(•), x) is
m-integrable for each x GE'. The function/is said to be m-summable (or
Pettis integrable) if/is weakly m-summable and if for each set A G A there

exists an element fAfdm GE such that (fAfdm, x) = fA(f, x') dm for all
x'EE'.
Remark. If, as will be mostly the case, only one measure is involved, the
term "summable" instead of '.'m-summable" will be used, ¡fdm stands for

fTfdm.
The Pettis integral has the following properties (where / stands constantly
for a summable function).
I. (i) If/j and/2 are ¿-valued summable functions, fx + f2 is summable

and ¡Afx +f2dm= fAfxdm + JAf2dm.
(4) If (x„)„>j is a Cauchy sequence in Eß, it converges to some x in E; but if
\xn —xm\B < e for n, m > N, then \xn —xU < e for n > TV,eB being closed in E. Hence
x S EB and xn tends to x in Eß.
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(ii) If u: E1 —►E2 is a continuous linear map, and if/: T—►El is summable, « o /is summable and fAu ° /<im = « /AfdmII. The map /I —►
fAfdm is countably additive.
III. If g-: T—►C is bounded and measurable, g/is summable. Moreover,
if F is a neighborhood of zero,

\l

Jdm

v

< sup Jgfdm
\g\<\ A

v

= v'c=t/°
sup J| A K/,x')\dm< + °°.
x ef

IV. For every neighborhood K of zero there exists a set A G A, with m(A) <

+ °°, such that B G A, £ n .4 = 0 and £| < 1 implyfBgfdm G F.
V. The integrals are absolutely continuous:

lim

]Agfdm = 0 uniformly for ]g\< 1.

VI. The bounded convergence property: |gj < l,¿?„(f) ~*g{t) for almost

all r impliesfgfdm - limn^„ignfdm.
VII. Summability criterion:
(i) If f{t) = y(t)x where x G E and ^ is a complex integrable function, /

is summableand fAfdm = fAipdmx.
(ii) If (fn) is a sequence of summable functions converging weakly in
measure to /„ (i.e. </„, x') converges in measure to </«,, x) for all x), and the
integrals fAfn dm converge weakly in E for all A G A,/„, is summable and

fAf„dm is the weak limit of the integralsfAfn dm.(s)
Proof.
I is a trivial consequence of the definition and of the fact that
y o u G E\ for every y' G E'2.
II follows from the basic Orlicz-Pettis theorem (cf. Introduction) applied
to a sequence xn = fA fdm where the sets An are mutually disjoint.
III. To prove the last inequality assume simply that /is weakly summable.
Let E'v° be the Banach space generated in E' by Vo (a compact hence complete
set in E'0). Then the last inequality states that the map x' —>fx> = </, x) from
E'yo to Ll(m) is bounded, and this follows immediately from the closed graph

theorem. Now since \x\v = sup^g^o Kx, jc'>I we have \ fAgf dm\v <
suP*'eK° /K/» x')\dm for every simple (i.e., finitely valued) measurable function
g with ]g\ < 1. Thus the map g —>■
fAgfdm from the space of simple functions,
with the topology of uniform convergence, to E, is continuous and consequently
has a continuous extension to the space of all bounded measurable functions.
If we denote by /*¡ gf dm the value of this extension at g, the uniqueness of a
(5) Of course in VI and VII we assume either that A contains all subsets of null sets

or that the limit functions are measurable.
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continuous extension implies the relations

( S*aSfdm'x) " Sa «</•x')dm" L^/. *'>rfm
and so j/is summable and ¡Agfdm = fAgfdm. Now

J^K/,x')|d»z= supJ £,£</,x'>c?m|,
hence

sup

I A\(f, x')\dm = sup

sup

( Lgfdm, x )

= sup j ¿/¿m

>

f /tfm

,.

IV. We assume m(T) = + °° since otherwise the condition is vacuous. It

is sufficient to prove the assertion when V is closed, and so by the countable
additivity it is sufficient to find A for which the property holds with m(B) <
+ °°. If no such A exists we can find a sequence (An)neN of disjoint sets of
finite measure and functions gn with ]gn| < 1, such that fA gnfdm G V. Let

S = ZnXAnS„- Then gf is summable and fgfdm = XnfAf¡gfdm = ~ZnlAngnfdm=
0 which implies X\mn_+dA gnfdm = 0 in contradiction with the construction.
V. By IV it is sufficient to prove this in the case where m(T) < + °°,

which we now assume. By III we have to prove that

Urn

sup Sa l</»*'>ldm = 0

for any neighborhood V. Now by II the measures A —►fA(f, x')dm are uniformly countably additive for x G Vo, and so by Theorems IV 9.1 and 9.2 of Dunford and Schwartz [6] they are uniformly absolutely continuous, which proves

V.(6)
Remark. It was demonstrated that the last inequality in III remains valid
for arbitrary weakly summable functions.
2. Summable functions with values in Suslin spaces. Recall that a topological space E is a Suslin space if it is Hausdorff and if there exists a Polish space P
and a continuous map ip: P—* E onto E. Since a Polish space is separable, every
Suslin space is separable. Conversely the most common separable linear topologi(6)

161.

Reference to this treatise will henceforth

be indicated by the abbreviation

D & S
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cal spaces are Susiin spaces. Separable Banach and Fréchet spaces are Polish,
hence Suslin, spaces. The dual E'c of a separable Fre'chet space is a Suslin space;
a fortiori É is a Suslin space. Any closed subspace of a Suslin space is a Suslin
space; a product, hence a projective limit, of a sequence of Suslin spaces is
Suslin. A separated quotient of a Suslin space is Suslin; a locally convex direct
sum, hence a separated inductive limit, of a sequence of locally convex Suslin
spaces is Suslin. The space of operators in a separable Fre'chet space LC(X),
with the topology of compact convergence, or the "strong operator topology"
(pointwise convergence) is a Suslin space. The function spaces V{^1), E(H),
S(R") and their duals V', E', S' with their strong dual topologies are all Suslin

spaces (cf. L. Schwartz [13]).
We shall use the following three important properties of Suslin spaces:

(1) If E is a Suslin space and Es is the set E equipped with a weaker Hausdorff
topology, Es (which incidentally is a Suslin space) has the same Borel sets as
E. (2) Any finite positive Borel measure uona Suslin is inner regular: n(B) =
supKCBii(K),K compact. (3) Any family (<£,-),■£/
of continuous functions on a
Suslin space separating the points of this space has a countable subfamily which
still separates the points. In particular if E is a locally convex Suslin space, E',
and every total subset of E', contains a countable total subset. The proofs of
these theorems may be found in [13].
From now on we make the permanent assumption that E is a locally convex,
quasi-complete, Suslin space.

Theorem 1. Given a function f:T—+E with values in a locally convex
Suslin space, the following conditions are equivalent:

(a) f'1 (B) G Afor all Borel subsets B C E.
(b) The scalar functions </(•). x') are measurable for all x G E'.
(c) There exists a total subset H C E' such that </(•). x) is measurable

for all x G #.(7)
Proof . Obviously (a) implies (b) which implies (c). To prove that (c)
implies (a) we may assume that H is countable, because H contains a countable
total subset. Using the injection x —►(<x, x'))x'^H, consider E as a linear
subspace of CH. It is known that the Borel u-algebra of CH is the smallest for
which the coordinate projections are measurable. Also, E being a Suslin space,
the Borel subsets of E are the same as the Borel subsets of E equipped with the
topology induced by CH. This completes the proof.
Remark . If E is a Lusin space (continuous injective image of a Polish
(7) This is merely a refinement
be found in [13].

of the equivalence

(a)<=»(b), the proof of which may
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space), (a) (b) (c) are equivalent to:
(d) There exists a sequence (fn)n&N of measurable simple functions such

that /(f) = lim„^00/„(f) for all f.
Proof . Since there is a Polish topology, with the same Borel sets stronger
than the given topology on E, (a) implies (d). Also (d) implies (b).

We shall not use this remark hereafter.
Definition 2. When the conditions of Theorem 1 are met, we shall say
that /is a measurable function.
Thus by condition (b) every m-summable function with values in a locally
convex Suslin space is measurable. We shall now state further properties of an
m-summable function with values in a quasi-complete locally convex Suslin space

E.
VIII. Let E+ C E be a closed convex cone in E (or, in particular, a closed

subspace). Then fAfdm G E+ for all A G Aif and only if/(f) G E+m a.e.
Also, if /j and f2 are summable $Afxdm = fAf2 dm for all A if and only
if/1(0=/2(0a.e.
IX. Let x —►\x\ß be a lower semicontinuous generalized seminorm on E.

Then |/(')l|3 is measurableand \fAfdm\0 < fA \f\ßdm < + °°.
X. Let m(A) = fAfdm and Im^) = sup2j4 .CAH\m(A¡)^ (supremum over
all finite systems of mutually disjoint measurable subsets of A). Then

fA\f\ßdm= \m\ß(A).
Equivalently,

fA\f\ßdm= sup SA<f(t),^t))dm(t)
JA

P

l¥>lj,o<l

where the supremum is taken over all measurable simple functions ip = ?,xA .x'¡

with values in ß°.
Proof of VIII. Let E'+ be the set of real, continuous R-linear forms
such that (x, x) > 0 for all je GE+. Then by the Hahn-Banach theorem E+ =

{x: (x, x') > 0 V jc' GE\ }. If /(f) GE+ a.e., then (¡Jdm, x) fA<f(t),x')dm(t)>0
for all x' EE'+, and so ¡AfdmGE+. Conversely
iAfdm &E+ for all A implies </(f), x) > 0 a.e., but the exceptional set depends
a priori on x'. When E+ is a closed subspace this difficulty can be overcome
immediately by observing that the quotient E/E+ is a Suslin space, so that
(E/E+)' contains a countable total subset. Similarly the last assertion in VIII is
obvious because E' contains a countable total subset. The proof in the general
case of a cone results from the following proposition which also has other
applications:
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Localization Lemma . Let S be a closed convex subset ofE and let
/: 7"—*■
E be a measurable function such that for every closed half space D containingS, f(t) G D a.e. Thenfit) G S a.e.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove this when m(7) < + °°. Let n be the
Borel measure on E defined by ju(#) = m(f~1iB))- Then, since E is a Suslin
space, n is inner regular; in particular ¡i has a support, the complement of the
largest open null set. Now by hypothesis ß(CD) = 0 and so suppfju) C D. By
the Hahn-Banach theorem S is the intersection of all the closed half spaces D
containing S, and consequently suppfju)G S. A fortiori miC/^fS1)) = ju(CS)■ 0.
Proof of IX. Since |*|^ is lower semicontinuous, |*\ß is Borel measurable
and so \fi')\ß is measurable by Theorem 1. Also

Lfdm\

= sup
x'G0'

'<

<f,x')dm <jA\f\ßdm.

Proof of X. Since Imf/l)^ = sup^^o \fA(f, x')dm\, the last statement
in A' is easily seen to be equivalent to the first. Since, by IX,

£ WAt\ < ZfAi\f\ßdm< JA\f\¡¡dm,
the inequality |m|o(4) < fA |/L dm is obvious. It is not hard to see that

Imlßi*)is countably additive, and so it is sufficient to prove the inequality

¡A l/l^ dm < \m\ßiA)in case A = T with m(f) < + °°. Now let p(B) =
m(f~liB)). Then

j\f\ßdm= f\x\ßdßix)
and

ßiB)= fBxdlxix)=ff-i(B)fdm= miT'iB)).
Thus \p\ßiE) < Im^r). Consequently, it is sufficient to prove the desired
inequality for ju instead of m. The proof of this, which uses the regularity of ju
to reduce the problem to the case where | 1^is finite and continuous, has been
given elsewhere [14] in more detail and will not be repeated here.(8)
To terminate this section, we consider an example introduced by Graves [7]
and used since then by other authors ([1], [11]) as a counterexample^9)
(8) The proof can be simplified by observing that in the Suslin space E, I Ig is the upperbound of a sequence of finite continuous seminorms.
(Added in proof May 7, 1975.)
(9 ) I am indebted to D. R. Lewis for pointing out this example to me.
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Example. Let T be the interval [0, 1], A the set of Lebesgue measurable subsets of T, m Lebesgue measure, denoted by dt. First let E be the space
L°° [0, 1] with the weak dual topology o(L°°, L1), for which it is a quasi-complete
Suslin space. Let /(f) = X[f i ] ■ Then it is easy to see (using Fubini's theorem)
that / is summable and that for a bounded measurable function g, the integral
fgfdt is just the primitive function s —* js0g(t)dt. Now the integral S\fdt is the
limit in the topology of the norm in L°°, of Riemann sums H"=1f(ti)(t¡ —f,_, ),
0 = f0 < t¡ < tn = 1. From this we can deduce that for an arbitrary
linear form in (¿°°)' (continuous in the norm topology), fA<f, x')dt =
(fAfdt, x'). Therefore /: [0, 1] —►Va is Pettis summable, even if L°° is given

the norm topology. For every measurable set A, fAfdt belongs to the closed

subspaceC[0, 1]. But/(f) G C[0, 1] for f G (0, 1].
Thus VIII does not hold without strong measurability assumptions. Neither
do the equalities in X hold for arbitrary summable functions without measurability
condition. Indeed VIII is a consequence of Xin the case of a closed subspace
F = E+ because if we take ß = F, we have \xL = 0 for x G F, and l*^ = + °°

for x <£F. Thus in Graves' example with ß = F = C[Q, 1], |m|(T) = 0, \f(-)\ß
is measurable and fA \fLdm = + °° for every set A with m(A) > 0.
3. Summability criteria. Throughout this section we assume that E is a

locally convex quasi-complete Suslin space.

Lemma A . Let 7\ G A with mÇT^ < + °°. Assumef:Tt —*■
E is
measurable and /(T^) is conditionally weakly compact. Then fis m-summable

over Tx.
Proof (Bourbaki) . Let B be the closed absolutely convex hull of /(7\).
By the theorem of Krefii -Smulian (D & S [6, V.6.4] ) generalized to quasicomplete locally convex spaces, B is weakly compact^1 °) Also, / being bounded
and measurable is weakly summable, and the weak integral, defined by the
formula (fAfdm, x) - ¡A(f, x')dm, is an element of the weak completion of E,
identified with the space E'* of all linear forms on E'. If x G B°,

\<fAfdm,x')\ < ¡T dm and so fAfdm G fTi dm B°°, where B00 is the polar of
B° in £■'*. But B is weakly compact in E'*, and so B00 = B and $Jdm G E.
Lemma B. Let / : T-^-E be a measurablefunction. Then there exists a
partition T = S "=0 Tn of T into measurable subsets, such that m(T0) = 0,
(1°) The closed absolutely convex hull of a set K is the closed convex hull of
U|^|^,\iC.
But this set is the image of {\: IM < l} X K under the continuous map
(A, x) —» \x and so (weakly) compact if K is weakly) compact. For the intended application it is sufficient to assume /(7\) relatively compact, and then the more elementary theorem of Mazur (D & S V. 2.6) is sufficient.
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m(r„) < + °°and fiTn) is conditionally compact for n > 1.
Proof. We first subdivide Tinto sets of finite measure. Then it will be
sufficient to prove the lemma for each of these, and so we may assume miX) <
+ oo. Let ju(5) = mif~liB)).
Then m is a finite inner regular measure on E,
and so E has a partition E = N + 2 "=,#„, where Kn is compact and ju(V) = 0.

If we put T0 =/~!(A0 and Tn =/_1(A:„), the partition T = Z~=0 Tn has the
required property. ( )

Theorem 2. A measurable function f:T —►
E is m-summableif and
only if for every sequence of disjoint sets Tn G A, with miTn) < + °°, and such
that fiTn) is conditionally compact, the sums £„/r fdm are convergent in E.

Proof. The condition is necessary by the countable additivity of the integral. To prove the sufficiency, let T = 2"_0 Tn be a partition as in Lemma B.

Let x'E E' and T+ = {t G T: Reif it), x) > 0}. Then

J T Re </ ;c'>+dm = £ J t+n rnRe<¿ x^dm
n=l

= T.Re(jT+nTnfdm,x'\<

+ «>.

Similarly the other positive components of </, x') are seen to be integrable, and

so / is weakly summable. Now put / * fdm = 2 ™_,fA n T fdm. Then

^/* fdm,x'}=

T,\fAnrn

= ¿/W/.*')^

fdm<x)

fA<f>*'>dm

n-\

Thus / is summableand JA fdm = fAfdm.
Remark 1. In the proof we only used the weak convergence of the
sums. Since weak and strong convergence of the sums are equivalent by Orlicz's
theorem this is not surprising.
Remark 2. Property VII (§1), could have been used in the proof; however,

the present «proof is more elementary than VII and is also valid under the more
general assumption on m (note that a family of elements in E is summable if
each countable subfamily is summable, so that the statement of Theorem 2 remains
valid under the more general assumption on m).
(11) In this statement we assumed that m is o-finite. If the more general hypothesis is
adopted (footnote 2) the lemma asserts the existence of partition as there described with
the properties of Lemma B. The proof is the same.
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Theorem 3. Let f: T—+Ebea measurable function such that f\f\ dm <
+ °°for every continuous seminorm p. Then fis m-summable.
Proof.

Let (Tn)n>1 be a sequence as in the statement of Theorem 2.

Then

fdm
n

l

Z/r„l/lp dm< J|/|p dm< + °°,
n

and so 2„/r fdm converges in E by Cauchy's criterion.
Definition 3. Functions f:T—*E satisfying the conditions of Theorem
3 are said to be absolutely m-summable.

Corollary
3.1. If m(T) < + °° and /: T'—*E is bounded and measurable, f is absolutely summable.
Remark . Now that we know this, we can also apply Theorem 2 with
sequences (Tn) such that m(Tn) < + °°, and such that f(Tn) is merely bounded.
Definition 4. A closed convex cone E+ C E is said to be weakly Z-complete if for every sequence (x„)„eJV of points of E+, for which 2„|(jc„, x')\ <
+ °° for all x', there is x G E+ such that (x, x') = £„<*„, x'). (In which case

the sum 2 xn converges strongly in E by Orlicz's theorem.) .
Theorem 4. Let f: T—*■E+ be a function with values in a weakly "Z-complete cone. Then if fis weakly m-summable, fis m-summable.

Proof.

By Theorem 1 /is measurable. Let (Tn)n>1 be a sequence as in

Theorem 2. Then JT fdm G E+ and

Z I(fT fdm,x')\ < Z/rJ</> x^dm < / \(f,x')\dm< + -.
and so / is summable by Theorem 2.

Corollary
4.1. If the space E is weakly sequentially complete, in
particular ifE = E", every weakly summable function is summable.
Proof. If E is weakly sequentially complete, i.e. if every weak Cauchy
sequence is weakly convergent, E is a fortiori weakly S-complete. If E is semireflexive, i.e. if the canonical map E —►E" is onto, the weakly closed bounded
subsets of E are weakly compact, hence weakly complete; in particular every
weak Cauchy sequence converges weakly.
Remark . As always we assume that E is quasi-complete and Suslin. A
semireflexive space is always quasi-complete (since a weakly complete subset of E
is complete).
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Theorem 5. Let E and E be quasi-complete locally convex Hausdorff
spaces, E being a Suslin space. Assume E is a linear subspace of E such that the
inclusion j: E^-*E is continuous. Let f: T —>E be an E-valued function and

put / = / ° /. Then f is m-summable if and only if the following conditions are

satisfied:f is m-summableand fAfdm£E
Corollary

for all A G A-

5.1. Let H CE' be any total subset of E'. Let f: T—+E

be a function such that (1) (/(•), x') is integrable for all x & H, and (2) associated

with each A G A there is an element IA E.Esuch that UA, x) = fA(f, x')dm
for all x' G H. Then f is m-summableand IA = fA fdm.
Proof. The corollary follows from the theorem by plunging E into CH
via the map x —►(<x, x'))x>eH.
The condition stated in the theorem is necessary by property I(ii). To
prove the sufficiency we first consider the particular case of a discrete measure.
Let xn EE and assume ix„)nSN is summable in E and that the sums siA) =
^nsAxn (strictly 2„e.4*n) belong to E. LetEs be the spaceE with the topology

induced by E. Then the map xA —*siA) from {0, 1 }N, equipped with the
product topology, to Es, is continuous (a special case of the bounded convergence
property). Also the identity map Es —►E is a Borel map, since E is a Suslin
space. Therefore xA —* s(A) G E is a Borel map and for every x' G E', xA —*
{sA, x) is a Borel map. It follows from the theorem of R. Christensen [5,
Theorem 2], that A —> <s(/l), x') is countably additive, and consequently
COnejv is summable in E by Orlicz's theoremX12)
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 5 in the general case. The restrictions
to E of the continuous linear forms on E, separate the points of E, and so by
Theorem 1,/is measurable. Let iTn)neN be a sequence of measurable mutually
disjoint subsets of T, with miTn) < + °°, and fiTn) conditionally compact in E.

For P C TVput Tp = 2„ePTn. Then the sequence ifTnfdm)n = iSTJdm)n is
summable in E and the sums Zn€.PJT fdm = fT f dm belong to E by hypothesis. Thus ifT fdm)n is summable in E and /is summable by Theorem 2.
Example. Let iTt)t be a family of distributions in an open subset Í2 of
R" and assume the function t —* (Tt, <p)is integrable for each t¿>G P(Í2). Then

t —* Tt is summable (Corollary 4.1). Put TA = fA Tt dmit). Assume it is known
that the distributions Tt and TA all belong to one of the following spaces: P(Í2),

vim\a),Lloe(a),L"(p)(i

<p< + ~),L"(í2)<7,í?('")(í2);,M(f2)
= c0(n);,.

(12) In a subsequent paper Christensen proves the validity of his theorem for additive
set functions with values in arbitrary separable topological groups. So the above use of linear
forms and Orlicz's theorem is really unnecessary. On the contrary, Orlicz's theorem could be
deduced from Christensen's theorem.
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Then f —►Tt is summable as function with values in Í?(Í2), £Km)(í2) etc. valued

function. It is not sufficient to assume merely that the total integral/Tt dm(t) belongs to the subspace in question. For instance let Tt be the locally integrable func-

tion x —>e27Tixt,with Í2 = R. Then we have in £>'(R)or S'(R), 5 = fetn,'*dt, where
S is the Dirac measure at 0. The integrand and the integral belong to the space
of Radon measures (or temperate Radon measures). But

J °

2

2m

x

which is not a measure.
The integrals JATtdm(t) may also be "more regular" than the distributions

Tt, but it can be shown (cf. [14]) that if for each A the integral fA Ttdm(t) belongs to E = V(ß), E(S2), S '(R"), we necessarily also have Tt G E a.e. If
fATtdm(t) G C(Í2), the space of continuous functions, Tt G L¡oc(Q,) a.e. More
obvious is the fact that if the integrals fA Tt dm(f) are all positive measures, the
Tt are almost all positive measures. This follows from property VIII and the
fact that the cone of positive measures is closed in £>'(£2). In that case {TA, <p)=
fA(Tt> <p)dm(t) for all continuous functions with compact support, <p,and moreover, for all bounded Borel functions with compact support (see §6).
Remark. Theorem 5 also holds for an arbitrary reflexive Banach space £"
(and the proof is trivial since a total subspace of E' is dense in the norm topology).
A complete discussion of nonseparable reflexive Banach spaces does not fit in
the framework of this article. It has been shown by Grothendieck that if/:
T—►E is a summable function on a a-finite measure space, with values in a
reflexive Banach space, there exists a summable function /j : T —*■
E¡, where
¿j is a separable closed subspace, such that JAfdm = ¡Afxdm for all A.
4. Nuclear spaces and Bochner integrable functions. Let E and F be
locally convex spaces. Recall that a continuous linear map u: E —►F is nuclear
if it has an expansion of the form
oo

u(x) = £

\

(x, x'n )yn

n=l

where X„ G C with 2 |X„| < + °°, x'n G Va, for some neighborhood of zero V,

in E, and yn G B, where B is a closed bounded absolutely convex set such that
FB is complete. A locally convex space E is nuclear if for every continuous
seminorm p, the canonical map E —>Ep, to the Banach space associated with p,
is a nuclear map. It then follows that every continuous linear map u: E —>■
F to
a Banach space is nuclear (since for some p it factorizes E —>Ep —►F). Sub-
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spaces, products, quotient spaces of nuclear spaces are nuclear, and the inductive
limit of a sequence of nuclear spaces is nuclear. A Fréchet space is nuclear if
and only if its strong dual is nuclear. (See Grothendieck [9, pp. 39, 40].) A
very useful criterion for nuclearity was given by A. Pietsch [12, p. 64]. The
spaces V, V', E, E', 5, S ', are nuclear spaces (and incidentally quasi-complete
Suslin spaces). Every locally convex space equipped with its weak topology is
trivially nuclear.

Theorem 6. Let E be a quasi-complete nuclear Suslin space. Then every
weakly summable function f: T —>E is absolutely summable.
Proof.

Let p be a continuous seminorm on E. The canonical map E —►

Ep is nuclear, hence x= 2X„<x, x'n)yn with ||yn||p < 1, 2 |X„|< + °°,x'n G Vo.

A fortiori b;| < 2„ |X„| \(x, x'n)\. If M = supx-eKo /|</ x')\dm (cf. Remark

at end of §1), then

f|/|pcfm<MZlX„|< + ~.
n

Remark. If E is a Fre'chet space and if m is not a finite sum of point
masses the above property holds only if E is nuclear (cf. [12, 4.2.5]).
Many nuclear spaces are also duals of nuclear spaces, and for some of these
a much stronger statement can be made, after the following definition.
Definition 5. A function/: T—►iiwill be said to be Bochner integrable
if there exists a Banach subspace EB <^>E such that fit) EEB a.e. (i.e. for
t G T0 G A with m(r - T0) = 0) and such that /: T0 —*■
EB is Bochner integrable in the established sense. ( )
If/is Bochner integrable it follows that/: T—>E is measurable (Definition 2)
and hence absolutely wi-summable. The Bochner integrals fAfdm in EB coincide
with the integrals of/asiT-valued summable function.

Theorem 7. Let E be a Suslin space, dual of a quasi-complete barrelled
nuclear space F. Then every weakly summable function f:T—*■E is Bochner
integrable.
Proof. There is only an apparent ambiguity in the statement because F'b and
F' have the same dual (namely F) and the same bounded sets. F is semireflexive
andbarrelled hence reflexive, and/is summable by Corollary 4.1Î- ) We denote

by x the elementsofF. Let
(13) That is/: Tq —►EB is strongly measurable (limit a.e. of a sequence of simple
functions), and J\f\Bdm < + °°. When m is o-finite this means there is a separable closed

subspace EQ of Eß, such that /(f) G EQ for f G TQ with m(Tis absolutely

TQ) = 0, and /: TQ—*EQ

summable.

(14) We use the terminology

and theorems of Bourbaki [3, §3J.
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P(x)= J |</,x)\ dm = sup / jgfdm, xY
Then p is a seminorm on F and {x: p(x) < 1 } is closed, and consequently a
barrel, and so by hypothesis a neighborhood of zero in F. Thus the map x —►
fx = if('), x) from F to ¿'(m) is continuous, and therefore nuclear. Consequently
fx = Z„\<x,x'n)fn where 2|X„|< + <*>,*;,G5- Va CE, Kbeinga neighborhood
of zero in F, and /„ GI ' (m) with / \fn \ dm < 1. The series 2nX„/„ (')x'n converges
absolutely in L1(m;EB) and therefore almost everywhere. If /(f) is equal to the
sum almost everywhere,/ : T—*EB is Bochner integrable and

</(f), x> = Z X„/„(f)(x, x;> = {fit), x) a.e.
n

Consequently/(f) =/(f) a.e. (Fis separable since E' contains a countable total
subset). This ends the proof.

Corollary
7.1. Let Ebea nuclear Frèchet space. Then every weakly
summable function f:T —*E is Bochner integrable.
Proof . E is separable hence Suslin. Also E is reflexive and so E'b is reflexive

hence barelled (cf. [3, § 3, n°3]), and E'b is nuclear [9,p.40].

FinallyE = E"-

«A-

The corollary was proved by Grothendieck, who proved that if E is a separable
Fre'chet space any absolutely summable function is Bochner integrable [8, p. 68,
Proposition 18], and that if E is nuclear a weakly summable function is absolutely

summable [9, p. 39, Corollary 5].
Example . Every weakly summable function with values in V, V ', E, E',S,S ',
is Bochner integrable.
Remark. In Theorem 7 neither the hypothesis that F is nuclear, nor that F is

barrelled can be omitted. For instance, take F to be a separable Hubert space. If F
has the weak topology F is nuclear, quasi-complete, but not barrelled. If F has the
norm topology Fis complete, barrelled, but not nuclear. In either case F'b =E is
a separable Hubert space with the norm topology and there are clearly summable
functions (even sequences) which are not Bochner integrable, i.e. absolutely
summable.
In practice it may not be easy to determine a closed bounded absolutely convex
set B such that/: T—*EB (defined a.e.) is Bochner integrable. However, without
constructing the set B or the space EB explicitly, we may draw the following
conclusions:
(1) It is possible to find a sequence of simple functions (/„)„e/v converging
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to/almost everywhere such that JAfdm = Ümn-+o°5Afndm. (We can even write
/as a series of such functions.)

(2) Fubini's theorem is valid.
(3) For integrals in Euclidean space, the function is equal almost everywhere
to the derivative of its integral.
These last two properties can be demonstrated under less restrictive conditions

(see §§5 and 7).
5. Totally summable functions: Fubini's theorem.
Definition 6. A measurable function f:T—*Eis said to be totally m-summable if there exists a closed bounded absolutely convex set B C E such that
S\f\Bdm < + oo.(1S)
If p is a continuous seminorm and M = supxeß \x \p, then [x\p < M \x\B for all
x, whence /\f\pdm <MJ\f\Bdm<
+ °°. Thus every totally summable function
is absolutely summable.
Let us recapitulate the types of summability considered so far. These are the
following, each of which is a more restrictive concept than the next:
(1) /is Bochner integrable.

(2) /is totally summable.
(3) / is absolutely summable.
(4) / is summable (or Pettis integrable).
(5)/is weakly summable.
A function /with values in the weak dual E'a of a separable Banach space E is
totally summable if and only if it is weakly measurable (i.e. (/"(•), x) is measurable
for each* GE) and ¡\\fit)\\dmit) < + °°. It is a Bochner integrable function if,
furthermore,/is strongly measurable (i.e. a.e. limit in the norm of simple functions)
or equivalently (m a-finite) if /takes almost all its values in a strongly separable

subspace. Thus the function r—*•5(f) from [0,1] intoM[0, 1] = C[0, 1]^ is
totally summable but not Bochner integrable.

If E= C[0, 1] concepts 1,2, 3 coincide,but 3,4, 5 are all distinct. If£ =
C[0,1] '0,3,4,5 coincide,but 1,2,3 are all distinct. Thus if £ = C[0, 1] x
C[0,1] ^ all five concepts are distinct.
Grothendieck [8, p. 68], has shown that if Tí is a separable Fre'chet space 1,2,

3 coincide.
We now turn to Fubini's theorem. It is known that Fubini's theorem is valid
for Bochner integrable functions (D & S [6, ULI 1.9] ) while it is not valid for
Pettis summable functions even with values in a separable Hubert space [1, p. 376,
Example 6].
(ls) This terminology is not established. We adopted it following Pietsch [12, 1.5.1 J.
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Let (T¿, A,-,m¡), i = 1, 2, be two a-finite measure spaces. The product measure
space is (T, A, m) where T=TX x T2, A = A¡ ® A2 is the smallest o-algebra containing the sets A, x A2, A¡ G A,-, and m is the product measure.

Theorem 8. Let (T¡, A¡, m¡) be two a-finite measure spaces and let (T, A, m)
be the product measure space, or, if the given measure spaces are complete, the
completion of the product measure space. Let f: T—►E be totally m-summable.
Then we have the following conclusion:
(a) t2 —*-f(tl, f2) is totally m2-summable for almost all ft (all except those

in asetNx G Ai with ml(Nl) = 0).
(b) fj —*ff(tv t2)dm2(t2) is totally m-summable (over Tt ~NX).

(c) fffdm=fdml(tl)ff(tv

t2)dm2(t2).

Proof. We first assume (T, A, ni) is the product measure space. By hypothesis
//l/lßdm < + °° for some B. The function/is measurable and so for each fj G Ty,
and x CE', t2 —►(f(tl, t2),x) is measurable whence/(f,, •) is measurable for all

Í!. Nowby Tonelli'stheorem// \f\Bdm = fdt1ï \f(t,, t2)\Bdt2 < + °°>the
function f1 —*f\f(tl, t2)\Bdt2 being measurable. And so for almost all ft (all
except those in a set A/, G Ax withOT1(A/1)= 0)/[f"(f1,i2)|Bcif2 < + °° whence
(a). By Fubini's theorem for scalar functions

f, ->(//(fi,

t2)dt2, A~f<f(tv

t2),x')dt2

is measurable on Tt - Nx and so f j —►
¡f(t1, t2)dt2 is measurable on Tl~Nl.
Again by Tonelli's theorem and the inequality

IX

/r,-yv, dh ff(*i. h) dt\B < Sdh SW\' l2^Bdt2< + °°.

and this proves(b). Finally

\St1-n1 *tlff(ft>*i)****ym St1-n1 *./</&..faX*'>'A¿

• =ff<f,x')dm=\fffdm,x')
by Fubini's theorem and (c) results.
The proof in the second case is entirely similar if one uses the following lemma:
Let f: T—*Ebe A-measurable. Then the function t2 —>/(f1, f2) is k2-measurable

for almost all f,.
Proof . Let HCE'bea countable total subset. Then by the corresponding
result for scalar functions f2 —►(f(?v t2),x) is A2-measurable for almost all tx
and all x EH. For those elements fj ,/(fx, •) is A2-measurable by Theorem 1.
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6. Integration of measures. Given a summable function/: T—>E, the relations
(.Jfdm, x') = f(f, x')dm will sometimes hold for linear forms x' which are not
necessarily continuous on E. The most important particular case is expressed in

the following:
Theorem 9. Let S be a locally compact space with a countable base of open
sets. Let M= C0iS)'a be the space of bounded complex measures with the weak
dual topology (C0(S) being the space of continuous functions vanishingat infinity).
Then we have:
(a) t —>¡it G M is m-summableif and only ift—+ (¡xt,<p)is integrablefor

each ipG C0.
(b) Ifp=fßtdmif) we have(ß,h) = /<juf,h) dmit) for all boundedBorel
functions h.
(c) The integral fA nt dmit) is countably additive in the norm topology of M.
Proof,

(a) Follows from 4.1. Alternatively let pip) = i\(ßt,^)\dmit).

By

Fatou's theorem p is a lower semicontinuous seminorm, hence continuous since

C0(5) is barrelled. Thus if {¡xA,(¿>>
= fA<ßr <p)dmit)we have |<p.A,<p>|
<pif) <
M\\ip\LandsoßAeC0iS)' = M.(16)
(b) Let By be the set of all Borel functions on S such that (i) |A| < 1,
(ii) t —►<;uf, h) is measurable, and (iii) / \(p.t, h)\dmit) < M. Then Bx contains
all <pG C0 with \p\ < 1, and is closed under pointwise convergence of sequences,
by the dominated convergence theorem and by Fatou's lemma. Thus By contains
all Baire, hence Borel, functions h with \h\ < 1. It remains to prove that <ju,h) =
f(pt, h)dmit) for all h. Assume first / ||juf|| dmit) < + °°. Then by the
dominated convergence theorem the set of h G By for which the equality holds
is closed under pointwise convergence of sequences; hence it includes all of Bl.

In the general case let T = 2„ Tn with fT \\nt\\dmit) < + °°, and put nn =
¡T jufdmit). Then we have

Z Vnn,h)| < £ JTnKu,,h)\dmit)< M\\h|L.
Let i>(2?)= 2„ ¡J^iB), B being a Borel subset of S. Then v is countably additive
[6, III.7.4] ; <j>,h) and 2„(^,ft> coincide on simple functions, hence by continuity on all bounded Borel functions. Putting h = ¡p G C0 we see that v = ¡i,
and the proof of (b) is complete, (c) Let (4n) be a sequence of disjoint measurable sets and let ju„ = fA pt dmit). There exists a measure X > 0 such that all
(16) This argument does not use the separability of Cq and is valid for functions with
values in the dual of any Fréchet space. For the proof of (b) we use the separability
assumption.
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the measures ju„, and by (b) all their sums, are absolutely continuous with respect
to X, hence belong to the space Z,'(X) identified with a closed subspace of MbThe most general continuous linear form on Ll(X) is of the form p —>(p, h)
where h is a bounded Borel function. The last assertion now results from
Orlicz's theorem.
The proof of the following theorem which generalizes Fubini's theorem is

left to the reader.
Theorem 10. Let (S, B, p.) and (T, A, ni) be a-finite positive measure
spaces. Let (p-t)teT be a family of positive measures on (S, B) such that
(a) f —*pt(B) is measurablefor all BEB.

(b) p(B)= fpt(B) dm(t) MBEB.
Then iff: S—*Eis totally p-summable, f is totally pt-summable for almost

all t, t —*ffdpt is totally m-summable,and ffdp = f dm(i)/ fdpt.
7. Differentiation. In this section T denotes an open subset of R", A the
set of Lebesgue measurable subsets of T and m Lebesgue measure (also noted
dt, etc). Let H denote a norm in R" and v(r) the measure of the balls of
radius r.

Theorem 11. Let f: T—*E be totally m-summable. Then for almost
all t E T,

for all continuous seminorms p. In particular

/(f) = lim —— \\.-t\<rf(s)ds
r->o v(r) J '

'^

for almost all t.

If E is metrisable the theorem follows immediately from Bochner's theorem
[2, §5] applied to the spaces Ep associated with the seminorms of some fundamental sequence. Actually, since in this case /is Bochner integrable (cf. §5),
there exists a bounded set B such that

*mné¿f\t-s\<MO-f(s)\Bds

i—»0 vyr)

= o.

But if uncountably many seminorms are involved we cannot apply Bochner's
theorem directly. Neither does there exist a set B for which the above relation
is valid (even though / \f(t)\Bdt < + °°). This is illustrated by the function

f —5(f)from

[0,1] toM[0,l]a.
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The proof of Theorem 11 will be given elsewhere. It is based on the relation between differentiation and Lusin's theorem (first observed by Denjoy). The
case of a totally summable function with values in the weak dual of a separable
Banach space can be very easily treated ad hoc.
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